BREAKDOWN OF PAN’S NATIONAL STRUCTURE

Dewan Pimpinan Pusat = DPP → Party National Executive, Jakarta.


Dewan Pimpinan Daerah = DPD → Party District Council, district/municipality (Level II).

Dewan Pimpinan Cabang = DPC → Party sub-district (kecamatan) Council.

Dewan Pimpinan Ranting = DPRT → Village, community council.

Dewan Pimpinan Anak Ranting = DPART → Smaller neighborhood division.
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BREAKDOWN OF PAN’S NATIONAL STRUCTURE

Structure of SIMPATIK PAN Special District of Yogyakarta (I)

and Administrative Divisions
PAN Simpatik in Yogya however maintained a high number of personnel (see appendix). The figures represent the limits, not the actual number of active Simpatik which varies from district to district. The 250 DPC limit was also breached in situations where the personnel were available. In the least there were 1500 personnel from the provincial and district level. The quota of each sub-district was wildly variable, perhaps none or maybe over 100 (there are a total of 75 sub-districts in Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta). This makes it difficult to estimate the number of security functionaries. Thus far the actual number of security functionaries has not been publicized, perhaps because of the sensitivity of the issue. The figures are also somewhat surprising since from my observations, Simpatik was one of the least visible satgas outfits to be active during the campaign period. This was however the finite number of security functionaries, thus must be put into context with a party such as PKB which may have only 600 satgas but is aided by an unquantified number of Banser and Anshor personnel and laskyar members. This figure is also somewhat surprising since from my observations, Simpatik were one of the least visible satgas outfits to be active during the campaign period.